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MULTIPLE REWARD SIGNALS
IN THE BRAIN
Wolfram Schultz
The fundamental biological importance of rewards has created an increasing interest in the
neuronal processing of reward information. The suggestion that the mechanisms underlying
drug addiction might involve natural reward systems has also stimulated interest. This article
focuses on recent neurophysiological studies in primates that have revealed that neurons in a
limited number of brain structures carry specific signals about past and future rewards. This
research provides the first step towards an understanding of how rewards influence behaviour
before they are received and how the brain might use reward information to control learning and
goal-directed behaviour.
GOAL-DIRECTED BEHAVIOUR

Behaviour controlled by
representation of a goal or an
understanding of a causal
relationship between behaviour
and attainment of a goal.
REINFORCERS

Positive reinforcers (rewards)
increase the frequency of
behaviour leading to their
acquisition. Negative reinforcers
(punishers) decrease the
frequency of behaviour leading
to their encounter and increase
the frequency of behaviour
leading to their avoidance.
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The fundamental role of reward in the survival and wellbeing of biological agents ranges from the control of
vegetative functions to the organization of voluntary,
GOAL-DIRECTED BEHAVIOUR. The control of behaviour
requires the extraction of reward information from a
large variety of stimuli and events. This information
concerns the presence and values of rewards, their predictability and accessibility, and the numerous methods
and costs associated with attaining them.
Various experimental approaches including brain
lesions, psychopharmacology, electrical self-stimulation
and the administration of addictive drugs, have helped
to determine the crucial structures involved in reward
processing1–4. In addition, physiological methods such as
in vivo microdialysis, voltammetry5–9 and neural imaging10–12 have been used to probe the structures and neurotransmitters that are involved in processing reward
information in the brain. However, I believe that the
temporal constraints imposed by the nature of the
reward signals themselves might be best met by studying
the activity of single neurons in behaving animals, and it
is this approach that forms the basis of this article. Here,
I describe how neurons detect rewards, learn to predict
future rewards from past experience and use reward
information to learn, choose, prepare and execute goaldirected behaviour (FIG. 1). I also attempt to place the
processing of drug rewards within a general framework
of neuronal reward mechanisms.

Behavioural functions of rewards

Given the dynamic nature of the interactions between
complex organisms and the environment, it is not surprising that specific neural mechanisms have evolved
that not only detect the presence of rewarding stimuli
but also predict their occurrence on the basis of representations formed by past experience. Through these
mechanisms, rewards have come to be implicit or explicit goals for increasingly voluntary and intentional forms
of behaviour that are likely to lead to the acquisition of
goal objects.
Rewards have several basic functions. A common
view is that rewards induce subjective feelings of pleasure and contribute to positive emotions. Unfortunately,
this function can only be investigated with difficulty in
experimental animals. Rewards can also act as positive
REINFORCERS by increasing the frequency and intensity of
behaviour that leads to the acquisition of goal objects,
as described in CLASSICAL and INSTRUMENTAL CONDITIONING
PROCEDURES. Rewards can also maintain learned behaviour by preventing EXTINCTION13. The rate of learning
depends on the discrepancy between the occurrence
of reward and the predicted occurrence of reward, the
so-called ‘reward prediction error’14–16 (BOX 1).
Rewards can also act as goals in their own right and
can therefore elicit approach and consummatory behaviour. Objects that signal rewards are labelled with positive MOTIVATIONAL VALUE because they will elicit effortful
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PAVLOVIAN (CLASSICAL)
CONDITIONING

Learning a predictive
relationship between a stimulus
and a reinforcer — does not
require an action by the agent.
OPERANT (INSTRUMENTAL)
CONDITIONING

Learning a relationship between
a stimulus, an action and a
reinforcer conditional on an
action by the agent.

behavioural responses. These motivational values arise
either through innate mechanisms or, more often,
through learning. In this way, rewards help to establish
value systems for behaviour and serve as key references
for behavioural decisions.

Reward detection
Reward prediction

Goal
representation

Medial
temporal
cortex

Dorsolateral
prefrontal,
premotor,
parietal
cortex

EXTINCTION

Reduction and cessation of a
predictive relationship and
behaviour following the
omission of a reinforcer
(negative prediction error).

Relative reward value
Reward expectation
Orbitofrontal
cortex

MOTIVATIONAL VALUE

A measure of the effort an agent
is willing to expend to obtain an
object signalling reward or to
avoid an object signalling
punishment.
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Figure 1 | Reward processing and the brain. Many reward
signals are processed by the brain, including those that are
responsible for the detection of past rewards, the prediction
and expectation of future rewards, and the use of information
about future rewards to control goal-directed behaviour. (SNpr,
substantia nigra pars reticulata; GP, globus pallidus.)

Box 1 | Reward prediction errors
Behavioural studies show that
reward-directed learning
depends on the predictability
Maintain
Perform
No
current
Error
behavioural
of the reward14–16. The
connectivity
reaction
occurrence of the reward has
to be surprising or
Yes
unpredicted for a stimulus or
action to be learned. The
Modify
Generate
degree to which a reward
current
error signal
connectivity
cannot be predicted is
indicated by the discrepancy
between the reward obtained for a given behavioural action and the reward that was
predicted to occur as a result of that action. This is known as the prediction error and
underlies a class of error-driven learning mechanisms33.
In simple terms, if a reward occurs unpredictably after a given action then the
prediction error is positive, and learning about the consequences of the action that
produced the reward occurs. However, once the consequences of that action have been
learned (so that the reward that follows subsequent repetition of the action is now
predicted), the prediction error falls to zero and no new information about the
consequences of the action is learned. By contrast, if the expected reward is not received
after repeating a learned action then the prediction error falls to a negative value and the
behaviour is extinguished.
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Reward detection and perception

Although there are no specialized peripheral receptors
for rewards, neurons in several brain structures seem
to be particularly sensitive to rewarding events as
opposed to motivationally neutral events that are signalled through the same sensory modalities. A prominent example are the dopamine neurons in the pars
compacta of substantia nigra and the medially adjoining ventral tegmental area (groups A8, A9 and A10).
In various behavioural situations, including classical
and instrumental conditioning, most dopamine neurons show short, phasic activation in a rather homogeneous fashion after the presentation of liquid and
solid rewards, and visual or auditory stimuli that predict reward17–20 (FIG. 2a, b). These phasic neural responses
are common (70–80% of neurons) in medial tegmental regions that project to the nucleus accumbens and
frontal cortex but are also found in intermediate and
lateral sectors that project to the caudate and
putamen20. These same dopamine neurons are also
activated by novel or intense stimuli that have attentional and rewarding properties20–22. By contrast, only
a few dopamine neurons show phasic activations to
punishers (conditioned aversive visual or auditory
stimuli)23,24. Thus, the phasic response of A8, A9 and
A10 dopamine neurons seems to preferentially report
rewarding and, to a lesser extent, attention-inducing
events.
The observation of a phasic dopamine response to
novel attention-inducing stimuli led to the suggestion
that this response might reflect the salient attentioninducing properties of rewards rather than their positive reinforcing aspects25,26. However, dopamine neurons are rarely activated by strong attention-generating
events such as aversive stimuli23,24 and they are
depressed rather than activated by the omission of
a reward, which presumably also generates attention20,27–29. Of course, the possibility that the dopamine
activation might encode a specific form of attention
that is only associated with rewarding events cannot yet
be completely ruled out.
A closer examination of the properties of the phasic
dopamine response suggests that it might encode a
reward prediction error rather than reward per se.
Indeed, the phasic dopamine activity is enhanced by
surprising rewards but not by those that are fully predicted, and it is depressed by the omission of predicted
rewards20,30 (FIG. 2c). The reward prediction error
response also occurs during learning episodes27. In
view of the crucial role that prediction errors are
thought to play during learning14–16, a phasic dopamine
response that reports a reward prediction error might
constitute an ideal teaching signal for approach learning 31. This signal strongly resembles32 the teaching
signal used by very effective ‘temporal difference’ reinforcement models33. Indeed, neuronal networks
using this type of teaching signal have learned to play
backgammon at a high level34 and have acquired serial
movements and spatial delayed response tasks in a
manner consistent with the performance of monkeys
in the laboratory35,36.
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Figure 2 | Primate dopamine neurons respond to rewards and reward-predicting stimuli.
The food is invisible to the monkey but the monkey can touch the food by placing its hand
underneath the protective cover. The perievent time histogram of the neuronal impulses is
shown above the raster display, in which each dot denotes the time of a neuronal impulse in
reference to movement onset (release of resting key). Each horizontal line represents the activity
of the same neuron on successive trials, with the first trials presented at the top and the last
trials at the bottom of the raster display. a | Touching food reward in the absence of stimuli that
predict reward produces a brief increase in firing rate within 0.5 s of movement initiation.
b | Touching a piece of apple (top) enhances the firing rate but touching the bare wire or an
inedible object that the monkey had previously encountered does not. The traces are aligned to
a temporal reference point provided by touching the hidden object (vertical line). (Modified from
REF. 18.) c | Dopamine neurons encode an error in the temporal prediction of reward. The firing
rate is depressed when the reward is delayed beyond the expected time-point (1 s after lever
touch). The firing rate is enhanced at the new time of reward delivery whether it is delayed (1.5 s)
or precocious (0.5 s). The three arrows indicate, from left to right, the time of precocious,
habitual and delayed reward delivery. The original trial sequence is from top to bottom. Data are
from a two-picture discrimination task. (Figure modified with permission from REF. 27 © (1998)
Macmillan Magazines Ltd.).

The phasic activation of dopamine neurons has a
time course of tens of milliseconds. It is possible that
this facet of the physiology of these neurons describes
only one aspect of dopamine function in the brain.
Feeding, drinking, punishment, stress and social behaviour result in a slower modification of the central
dopamine level, which occurs over seconds and minutes as measured by electrophysiology, in vivo dialysis
and voltammetry5,7,37,38. So, the dopamine system
might act at several different timescales in the brain
from the fast, restricted signalling of reward and some
attention-inducing stimuli to the slower processing of
a range of positive and negative motivational events.
The tonic gating of a large variety of motor, cognitive
and motivational processes that are disrupted in
Parkinson’s disease are also mediated by central
dopamine systems.
Neurons that respond to the delivery of rewards are
also found in brain structures other than the dopamine
system described above. These include the striatum
(caudate nucleus, putamen, ventral striatum including
the nucleus accumbens)39–44, subthalamic nucleus45,
pars reticulata of the substantia nigra46, dorsolateral and
orbital prefrontal cortex47–51, anterior cingulate cortex52,
amygdala53,54, and lateral hypothalamus55. Some rewarddetecting neurons can discriminate between liquid and
solid food rewards (orbitofrontal cortex56), determine
the magnitude of rewards (amygdala57) or distinguish
between rewards and punishers (orbitofrontal cortex58).
Neurons that detect rewards are more common in the
ventral striatum than in the caudate nucleus and putamen40. Reward-discriminating neurons in the lateral
hypothalamus and the secondary taste area of the
orbitofrontal cortex decrease their response to a particular food upon satiation59,60. By contrast, neurons in the
primary taste area of the orbitofrontal cortex continue
to respond during satiety and thus seem to encode taste
identity rather than reward value61.
Most of the reward responses described above occur
in well-trained monkeys performing familiar tasks,
regardless of the predictive status of the reward. Some
neurons in the dorsolateral and orbital prefrontal cortex
respond preferentially to rewards that occur unpredictably outside the context of the behavioural
task50,51,62,63 or during the reversal of reward associations
to visual stimuli58. However, neurons in these structures
do not project in a widespread, divergent fashion to
multiple postsynaptic targets and thus do not seem to
be able to exert a global reinforcing influence similar to
that described for the dopamine neurons29.
Other neurons in the cortical and subcortical structures mentioned above respond to conditioned rewardpredicting visual or auditory stimuli41,51,53,58,64–66, and
discriminate between reward-predicting and nonreward-predicting stimuli27,51. Neurons within the
orbitofrontal cortex discriminate between visual stimuli
that predict different liquid or food rewards but show
few relationships to spatial and visual stimulus
features56. Neurons in the amygdala differentiate
between the visual aspects of foods and their responses
decreasing with selective satiety53.
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Figure 3 | Neuronal activity in primate striatum and orbitofrontal cortex related to the
expectation of reward. a | Activity in a putamen neuron during a delayed go–no go task in
which an initial cue instructs the monkey to produce or withhold a reaching movement following
a trigger stimulus. The initial cue predicts whether a liquid reward or a sound will be delivered
following the correct behavioural response. The neuron is activated immediately before the
delivery of reward, regardless of whether a movement is required in rewarded trials, but is not
activated before the sound in unrewarded movement trials (bottom). The three trial types
alternated randomly during the experiment and were separated here for clarity. (Modified from
REF. 71.) b | Adaptation of reward-expectation activity during learning in the same putamen
neuron. A novel instructional cue is presented in each trial type on a computer screen. The
monkey learns by trial and error which behavioural response and which reinforcer is associated
with each new instructional cue. The neuron shows typical reward-expectation activity during
the initial unrewarded movement trials. This activity disappears when learning advances (bottom
graph; original trial sequence from top to bottom). (Modified from REF. 72.) c | Coding of relative
reward preference in an orbitofrontal neuron. Activity increased during the expectation of the
preferred food reward (reward A was a raisin; reward B was a piece of apple). Although reward B
was physically identical in the top and bottom panels, its relative motivational value was different
(low in the top panel, high in the bottom panel). The monkey’s choice behaviour was assessed in
separate trials (not shown). Different combinations of reward were used in the two trial blocks: in
the top trials, A was a raisin and B was a piece of apple; in the bottom trials, B was a piece of
apple and C was cereal. Each reward was specifically predicted by an instruction picture, which
is shown above the histograms. (Figure modified with permission from REF. 56 © (1999)
Macmillan Magazines Ltd.)
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A well-learned reward-predicting stimulus evokes a state
of expectation in the subject. The neuronal correlate of
this expectation of reward might be the sustained neuronal activity that follows the presentation of a rewardpredicting stimulus and persists for several seconds until
the reward is delivered (FIG. 3a). This activity seems to
reflect access to neuronal representations of reward that
were established through previous experience.
Reward-expectation neurons are found in monkey
and rat striatum39,44,67,68, orbitofrontal cortex51,56,69,70 and
amygdala69. Reward-expectation activity in the striatum
and orbitofrontal cortex discriminates between rewarded and unrewarded trials51,71 (FIG. 3a) and does not occur
in anticipation of other predictable task events, such as
movement-eliciting stimuli or instruction cues,
although such activity is found in other striatal neurons39,67. Delayed delivery of reward prolongs the sustained activity in most reward-expectation neurons and
early delivery reduces the duration of this activity51,67,68.
Reward-expectation neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex
frequently distinguish between different liquid and food
rewards56.
Expectations change systematically with experience.
Behavioural studies suggest that, when learning to discriminate rewarded from unrewarded stimuli, animals
initially expect to receive a reward on all trials. Only with
experience do they adapt their expectations72,73. Similarly,
neurons in the striatum and orbitofrontal cortex initially
show reward-expectation activity during all trials with
novel stimuli.With experience, this activity is progressively
restricted to rewarded rather than unrewarded trials72,73
(FIG. 3b). The important point here is that the changes in
neural response occur at about the same time as, or a
few trials earlier than, the adaptation in behaviour.
An important issue is whether the neurons that seem
to encode a given object are specific for that particular
object or whether they are tuned to the rewards that are
currently available or predicted. When monkeys are presented with a choice between two different rewards,
neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex discriminate
between the rewards on the basis of the animal’s preference, as revealed by its overt choice behaviour56. For
example, if a given neuron is more active when a preferred reward (such as a raisin) is expected rather than a
non-preferred reward (such as a piece of apple) then the
neuron will fire in preference to the previously non-preferred reward if the same non-preferred reward (the
apple) is presented with an even less preferred reward
(such as cereal) (FIG. 3c). Results such as these indicate
that these neurons may not discriminate between
rewards on the basis of their (unchanged) physical properties but instead encode the (changing) relative motivational value of the reward, as shown by the animal’s preference behaviour. Similar preference relationships are
found in neurons that can detect stimuli that predict
reward56. Neurons that encode the relative motivational
values of action outcomes in given behavioural situations might provide important information for neuronal mechanisms in the frontal lobe that underlie
goal-directed behavioural choices.
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Figure 4 | Behaviour-related activity in the primate caudate reflects future goals. a | Selfinitiated arm movements in the absence of movement triggering external stimuli. Activation stops
before movement starts (left) or, in a different neuron (right), on contact with the reward. (Modified
from REF. 77.) b | Movement preparatory activity in a delayed go–no go task during trials with
familiar stimuli (top) and during learning trials with novel instruction cues (bottom). The neuron
shows selective, sustained activation during familiar trials when reward is predicted in movement
trials (left) but no activation in unrewarded movement trials (right) and rewarded non-movement
trials (not shown). By contrast, during learning trials with unrewarded movement, the activation
initially occurs when movements are performed that are reminiscent of rewarded movement trials
and subsides when movements are performed appropriately (arrows to the right). c | Rewarddependent movement-execution activity showing changes during learning that are similar to the
preparatory activity in (b). (Modified from REF. 71.)

From reward expectation to goal direction

Expected rewards might serve as goals for voluntary
behaviour if information about the reward is present
while the behavioural response towards the reward is
being prepared and executed74. This would require the
integration of information about the expectation of
reward with processes that mediate the behaviour leading to reward acquisition. Recent experiments provide
evidence for such mechanisms in the brain.
Neurons in the striatum, in the supplementary
motor area and in the dorsolateral premotor cortex
show enhanced activity for up to 3 s before internally

initiated movements towards expected rewards in the
absence of external movement-triggering stimuli75–78. In
some of these neurons, the enhanced activity continues
until the reward is collected (FIG. 4a), possibly reflecting
an expectation of reward before the onset of movement. In other neurons, the enhanced activity stops
when movement starts or slightly earlier and is therefore probably related to movement initiation. The finding that some of these neurons are not activated when
the movement is elicited by external stimuli suggests a
role in the internal rather than the stimulus-dependent
control of behaviour.
Delayed response tasks are assumed to test several
aspects of working memory and the preparation of
movement. Many neurons in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex show sustained activity during the delay
period between the sample being presented and the
choice phase of the task. This delay seems to reflect
information about the preceding cue and the direction of the upcoming movement. The activity might
vary when different food or liquid rewards are predicted by the cues79 or when different quantities of a
single liquid reward are predicted80. Neurons in the
caudate nucleus also show directionally selective,
delay-dependent activity in oculomotor tasks. This
activity seems to depend on whether or not a reward
is predicted and occurs preferentially for movement
towards the reward81.
Some neurons in the anterior striatum show sustained activity during the movement preparatory
delay. The activity stops on movement onset and is not
observed during the period preceding the reward.
Interestingly, this activity is much more commonly
observed in rewarded than in unrewarded trials (FIG. 4b,
top). A similar reward dependency is seen during the
execution of movement71 (FIG. 4c, top). When novel
instructional cues that predict a reward rather than
non-reward are learned in such tasks, reward-dependent movement preparation and execution activity
develop in parallel with the behavioural manifestation
of reward expectation72 (FIG. 4b, c, bottom). These data
show that an expected reward has an influence on
movement preparation and execution activity that
changes systematically during the adaptation of behaviour to new reward predictions. So, both the reward
and the movement towards the reward are represented
by these neurons. The reward-dependent activity
might be a way to represent the expected reward at the
neuronal level and influence neuronal processes underlying the behaviour towards the acquisition of that
reward. These activities are in general compatible with
a goal-directed account.
In many natural situations, a reward might be available only after the completion of a specific sequence of
individual movements. Neurons in the ventral striatum
and one of its afferent structures, the perirhinal cortex,
report the positions of individual stimuli within a behavioural sequence and thus signal progress towards the
reward. By contrast, neurons in the higher order visual
area TE report the visual features of cues irrespective of
reward imminence43,44,82.
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In situations involving a choice between different
rewards, agents tend to optimize their choice behaviour
according to the motivational values of the available
rewards. Indeed, greater efforts are made for rewards
with higher motivational values. Neurons in the parietal
cortex show stronger task-related activity when monkeys choose larger or more frequent rewards over smaller or less frequent rewards83. The reward preference neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex might encode a related
process56. Together, these neurons appear to encode the
basic parameters of motivational value that underlies
choice behaviour.
In addition, agents tend to modify their behaviour
towards a reward when the motivational value of the
reward for that behaviour changes. Neurons in the
cingulate motor area of the frontal cortex might provide a neural correlate of this behaviour because they
are selectively active when monkeys switch to a different movement in situations in which performing the
current movement would lead to less reward84. These
neurons do not fire if switching between movements
is not associated with reduced reward or when rewards
are reduced without movement switches. This might
suggest a mechanism that selects movements that
maximize reward.
Multiple reward signals

Information about rewards seems to be processed in
different forms by neurons in different brain structures, ranging from the detection and perception of
rewards, through the expectation of imminent
rewards, to the use of information about predicted
rewards for the control of goal-directed behaviour.
Neurons that detect the delivery of rewards provide
valuable information about the motivational value and
identity of encountered objects. This information
might also help to construct neuronal representations
that permit subjects to expect future rewards according
to previous experience and to adapt their behaviour to
changes in reward contingencies.
Only a limited number of brain structures seem to
be implicated in the detection and perception of
rewards and reward-predicting stimuli (FIG. 1). The midbrain dopamine neurons report the occurrence of
reward relative to its prediction and emit a global reinforcement signal to all neurons in the striatum and
many neurons in the prefrontal cortex. The dopamine
reward response might be the result of reward-detection
activity in several basal ganglia structures, the amygdala
and the orbitofrontal cortex28. Some neurons in the
dorsal and ventral striatum, orbitofrontal cortex, amygdala and lateral hypothalamus discriminate well
between different rewards, which might contribute to
the perception of rewards, be involved in identifying
particular objects and/or provide an assessment of their
motivational value.
Reward-expectation activity might be an appropriate
signal for predicting the occurrence of rewards and
might thereby provide a suitable mechanism for influencing behaviour that leads to the acquisition of
rewards. Although rewards are received only after the
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completion of behavioural responses, they could influence behaviour before reward acquisition through this
mechanism. This retrograde action might be mediated
by the reward-predicting response of the dopamine
neurons and by the reward-expectation neurons in the
striatum and orbitofrontal cortex.
Neurons in the ventral striatum have more rewardrelated responses and reward-expectation activity than
neurons in the caudate nucleus and putamen40,68.
Although these findings might provide a neurophysiological correlate for the known motivational functions
of the ventral striatum, the precise characterization of
the neurophysiology of the various subregions of nucleus accumbens that have been suggested by behavioural
studies85 remains to be explored.
The striatal reward activities and dopamine reward
inputs might influence behaviour-related activity in the
prefrontal, parietal and perirhinal cortices through the
different cortex–basal-ganglia–cortex loops. The
orbitofrontal sectors of the prefrontal cortex seem to be
the most involved in reward processing56,60 but rewardrelated activity is found also in the dorsolateral area79,80.
The above analysis suggests that the orbitofrontal cortex
is strongly engaged in the details of the detection, perception and expectation of rewards, whereas the dorsolateral areas might use reward information to prepare,
plan, sequence and execute behaviour directed towards
the acquisition of rewarding goals.
The different reward signals might also cooperate in
reward-directed learning. Dopamine neurons provide
an effective teaching signal but do not seem to specify
the individual reward, although this signal might modify the activity of synapses engaged in behaviour leading
to the reward. Neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex, striatum and amygdala might identify particular rewards.
Some of these neurons are sensitive to reward prediction
and might be involved in local learning mechanisms29.
The reward-expectation activity in cortical and subcortical structures adapts during learning according to
changing reward contingencies. In this way, different
neuronal systems are involved in different mechanisms
underlying the various forms of adaptive behaviour
directed towards rewards.
Drug rewards

Is it possible to use this expanding knowledge of the
neural substrates of reward processing to gain an understanding of how artificial drug rewards exert their profound influence on behaviour? Psychopharmacological
studies have identified the dopamine system and the
ventral striatum, including the nucleus accumbens, as
some of the critical structures on which drugs of abuse
act2. These very structures are also implicated in the processing of rewards outlined above. One important question is thus whether drugs of abuse modify existing neuronal responses to natural rewards or constitute rewards
in their own right and, as such, engage existing neuronal
reward mechanisms.
There is evidence that the firing pattern of some neurons in the nucleus accumbens can be enhanced or
depressed by the self-administration of cocaine86,87.
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Box 2 | Cognitive rewards
In contrast to basic rewards, which satisfy vegetative needs or relate to the reproduction
of the species, the evolution of abstract, cognitive representations facilitates the use of a
different class of rewards. Objects, situations and constructs such as novelty, money,
challenge, beauty, acclaim, power, territory and security constitute this different class of
rewards, which have become central to our understanding of human behaviour.
Do such higher order, cognitive rewards use the same neuronal reward mechanisms and
structures as the more basic rewards? If rewards have common functions in learning,
approach behaviour and positive emotions, could there be common reward-processing
mechanisms at the level of single neurons, neuronal networks or brain structures? Do the
neurons that detect or expect basic rewards show similar activities with cognitive
rewards? Although cognitive rewards are difficult to investigate in the animal laboratory,
it might be possible to adapt higher rewards such as novel or interesting images to the
study of brain function with psychopharmacological or neurophysiological methods.
Neuroimaging might offer the best tools for investigating the neural substrates of
cognitive rewards.

Neurons can also discriminate between cocaine and liquid rewards43,88, or between cocaine and heroin89, possibly even better than between natural rewards90. There is
also evidence that some of these responses indicate drug
detection regardless of the action of the animal86,91,92.
Other neurons in the nucleus accumbens show activity that is sustained for several seconds when the subject
approaches a lever that can be pressed to receive a cocaine
injection and stops rapidly when the lever is pressed86,87,92.
Although some neurons might be activated by lever
pressing regardless of drug injection91,92, others are activated only by pressing a lever for specific drug or natural
rewards88–90. These activations might reflect drug-related
approach behaviour or preparation for lever pressing but
could also be related to the expectation of drug reward.
Existing behaviour-related activity may also be
affected by drugs. The administration of amphetamine
increases the phasic movement-related activity of neurons in the striatum93. This reveals an important influence of dopamine reuptake-blocking drugs that might
also hold for cocaine.
Drugs might also exert long-lasting effects on
sequences of behaviour. Some neurons in the nucleus
accumbens are depressed for several minutes after
cocaine administration94,95. This depression follows the
time course of an increased dopamine concentration in
this area and might reflect cocaine-induced blockade of
dopamine reuptake. This effect is too slow to be related
to individual movements but could provide a more
general influence on drug-taking behaviour.
From the data reviewed above, some neurons do
indeed seem to treat drugs as rewards in their own right.
Neuronal firing is activated by drug delivery and some
neurons also show anticipatory activity during drug
expectation periods, as has been observed with natural
rewards. Behaviour-related activity also seems to be
influenced by drugs and natural rewards in a somewhat
similar manner, possibly reflecting a goal-directed
mechanism by which the expected outcome influences
the neuronal activity related to the behaviour leading
to that outcome. Drug rewards might thus exert a
chemical influence on postsynaptic neurons of the
reward-processing structures that in some way mimics

or corresponds to the influence of neurotransmitters
released by natural rewards, including dopamine. This
would be consistent with the observation that many
drugs of abuse modulate dopamine neurotransmission.
Drugs of abuse that mimic or boost the phasic dopamine
reward prediction error might generate a powerful
teaching signal and might even produce lasting behavioural changes through synaptic modifications. The
reward value of drugs of abuse might also be assessed in
other, currently unknown, areas that modulate executive
centres via existing reward pathways, including dopamine neurons. Drugs and natural rewards might give
rise to a final, convergent reward predicting message
that influences behaviour-related activity.
Conclusions

A limited number of brain structures process reward
information in several different ways. Neurons detect
reward prediction errors and produce a global reinforcement signal that might underlie the learning of
appropriate behaviours. Future work will investigate
how such signals lead to synaptic modifications96–99.
Other neurons detect and discriminate between different rewards and might be involved in assessing the
nature and identity of individual rewards, and might
thus underlie the perception of rewards.
However, the brain not only detects and analyses
past events; it also constructs and dynamically modifies
predictions about future events on the basis of previous
experience29,31. Neurons respond to learned stimuli that
predict rewards and show sustained activities during
periods in which expectations of rewards are evoked.
They even estimate future rewards and adapt their
activity according to ongoing experience72,73.
Once we understand more about how rewards are
processed by the brain, we can begin to investigate how
reward information is used to produce behaviour that
is directed towards rewarding goals. Neurons in structures that are engaged in the control of behaviour seem
to incorporate information about predicted rewards
when coding specific behaviours that are directed at
obtaining the rewards. Future research might permit us
to understand how such activity leads to reward preferences, choices and decisions that incorporate both the
cost and the benefit of behaviour. This investigation
should not exclude the ‘higher’ or more cognitive
rewards that typify human behaviour (BOX 2). The
emerging imaging methods should produce a wealth of
important information in this domain10–12. The ultimate goal should be to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the interconnected brain systems that deal
with all aspects of reward that are relevant for explaining goal-directed behaviour. This would contribute to
our understanding of neuronal mechanisms underlying the control of voluntary behaviour and help to
reveal how individual differences in brain function
explain variations in basic behaviour.
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